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PRIVY COUNCIL
THOM AS BEAR & SONS (INDIA), ' L t d .  ( P l a i n t i f f s )  v .

PRAYAG NARAIN a n d  a n o t h e r  ( D e f e n d a n t s )

'O n appeal from the High Court at Allahabad._
Trade-mark— Passing off action—Rules— Necessity for evidence 

of deception or probability of deception.

In a passing off action the test of comparison of the marks 
side by side is not a sound one since a purchaser will seldom 
have the two marks actually before him, and, furtlier, maiks 
with many differences may still have an element of similarity 
which will cause deception especially in cases in which goods 
are asked for by a name which denotes a mark or device.

Differences in get up must form an element in considering 
the question of deception but are not by themselves a sufficient 
answer to an action.

In some cases a Judge, by visual comparison, may be able to 
decide on the degree of resemblance or the m ateriality of 
diff’erences in the marks, but, where factors other than mere 
resemblance are involved, the decision must depend on 
evidence, and a Judge cannot properly decide, except on 
evidence, as to the classes or kinds of goods which are protected 
by a trader’s marks.

Singer Manufacturing Co. v. Loog  (1), Somerville v. Schembri
(2), Seixo v. Provezende (3), Johnston  v. Orr Ewing (4), 
Wotherspoon v. Currie (5), North Cheshire and Manchester 
Brewery Co. v. Manchester Brewery Co. (6), Payton Sc Co. Ltd.  
V. Snelling, La7npard & Co.  ̂ Ltd.  (7), and London General 
Omnibus Co. v. Lavell (8), referred to.

A p p e a l  (No. 18 of 1935) from a decree of the High 
Court (March 13, 1935) which affirmed a decree of the 
Additional District Judge of Cawnpore (April 1 1 , 1930).

The material fa.cts are stated in the iudgment of the 
Judicial Committee.

1940, February 2, 5, 6 . F. E. Bray, K. C., and J. 
Mould, for the appellants; I rest my case on the use of 
the elephant on the labels and not on the colouring oi

*Prescnt: Viscovini. M a u g h a m ,  Lord P o r t e r  and S ir  G e o r g e  R a n k i n ,
<1) (1880) 18 Ch. D. 395(412). (2) (1887) 12 App. Gas 453.

W  7 A,i], Gas. 219,:
(5) (1872) 5 H.L.C, .f)08. (6) ri899' A.C. 83
(7) (1900) 17 R.P.C. 628(fr.5?5.. (8) [1901] 1 Ch. 135.
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the labels or the wording on them as likely to lead the 
purchasing public to think they are purchasing /'oods 
manufactured by us. If the plaintiffs have established 
the elephant mark as the mark indicating their goods, 
then, if the defendants have used an elephant mark on 
their goods so that their goods are or may be asked for 
;as "elephant mark”, the plaintiffs are damnified.

It is immaterial that ours is smoking and the defen
dants’ is chewing tobacco. There is a sufficient affinity 
between the classes of goods to attract the rule. There 
is evidence, and it is common ground, that purchasers 
ask for both the plaintiffs’ as well as the defendants’ 
goods as “hathi marka’' and there is evidence that both 
smoking and chewing tobacco are in some cases manu
factured by the same firm,

[Viscount M a u g h a m  : It may be of some importance
that the same people manufacture the two kinds of. 
tobacco, but it is more important to show that the same 
people purchase the two kinds.]

The respondents were not represented.

1940, March, 7. The judgment of the Judicial 
Committee was delivered by Viscount M a u g h a m :

This appeal is against a decree of a Division Bench oi 
the High Court of Judicature at Allahabad dated the 
13th March, 1935. That Court affirmed the decree of 
the Additional District Judge of Cawnpore in a n  action 
brought by the appellants to restrain infringement of 
trade mark rights and passing'-off. At the hearing before 
their Lordships the respondents were not re
presented: but the case of the appellants was placed 
before the Board with equal ability and fairness by 
their counsel.

The appellants are manufacturers and sellers of 
■cigarettes and of tobacco described as “Virginia Bird’s 
Eye’’ smoked in  pipes. These goods are marketed in a 
Tin'Opean style. Both the said cigarettes and the tobacco 
have from a date long before 1922 been sold in India
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1940 (*̂ y appellants and their predecessors) in packets and
---- -̂------in tins bearing a mark the distinguishing feature of

which is the representation of an elephant and the 
(ISl), packets and tins of cigarettes have also borne the designa-
Ltd. “Elephant Cigarettes”. Upon the tobacco the re-

Pbayag presentation of the elephant has appeared in red and
upon the cigarettes tiie representation of the elephant 
has appeared on a red background. These goods were 
well known and asked for throughout India as “Ele
phant Mark”. “Hathi Marka”, “Lai Hathv’ and the like.

The defendant has been manufacturing and selling 
chewing tobacco since 1926, that is, some three years 
before the action was brought. He sells in packets and 
in tins. The commodity in the packets is intended for 
use with chunam (lime), that in the tins for use as an 
addition to pan (betel). Certain ingredients are added 
to give fragrance to the article. The tobacco is grown 
in India. Both the packets and the tins have the picture 
of an elephant on them, not unlike the elephant used by 
the plaintiffs, though there are differences, particularly 
in colour, which is black or red as used by the appellants 
and white as used by the respondent. In other respects 
the packets and the tins are quite unlike the containei* 
in which the appellants’ goods are put upon the market, 
and the respondent’s labels bear the firm name “Rama 
k  Company”, while the appellants' goods bear their 
own name.

The appellants, of course, did not contend that any 
persons would purchase the respondent’s chewing tobac
co in the belief that it was smoking tobacco manufactured 
by the appellants. Their contention was a very differ
ent one; they said that having regard to the reputation 
they had acquired in India in connection with smoking" 
tobacco and cigarettes sold under the elephant trade 
mark and frequently asked for as “elephant” tobacco or 
“elephant” cigarettes, the use of the elephant on the 
respondent's chewing tobacco was calculated to lead per
sons buying that article to believe that it was manufac
tured or put upon the naarket by the appellants.
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1940

T h o m a s

There is no statutory law in British India relating to 
trade marks, and the law which is applied there on the 
subject is substantially the same as that applied in Eng- beab ani> 
land before the Trade Marks Act, 1905. It is, however, (iKci), 
plain that conditions peculiar to India must be borne in 
mind in applying any doctrine of English law, and that 
English decisions which turn or partly turn on questions 
of fact—as do most cases of common law trade marks and 
passing-off—can only be applied with care and circum
spection. The general principle, founded as it is on 
justice and equity, is the same in both countries. “No 
man”, as J a m e s , L.J., said in the case of Singer Maiui- 
factiLring Co. v. Loog (1), “is entitled to represent his 
goods as being the goods of another man; and no man 
is permitted to use any mark, sign or symbol, device or 
other means, whereby without making a direct false re
presentation himself to a, purchaser ŵ ho purchases from 
him, he enables such purchaser to tell a lie or to make 
a false representation to somebody else who is the ulti
mate customer.”

It is clear that the right of property that may be 
acquired in such a trade mark is based on the proved 
association in the market of the device, name, sign,
■symbol or other means in question with the goods of the 
plaintitf, so that the use by the defendant on such goods 
of the trade mark will amount—w4iether the defendant 
intends it or knows it or not—to the false representation 
that the goods are manufactured or put on the market 
by the plaintiff. There can obviously be no monopoly 
in the use of the trade mark. A manufacturer of cigar
ettes under an undoubted trade mark such as an animal,
■or any other device, cannot legally object to the use of; 
the identical mark on, say, hats, or soap, for the simple 
reason that purchasers of any of the latter kinds of goods 
could not rea.sonably suppose, even if they were ■vvell ac
quainted with the mark as used on cigarettes, that il5 
use on hats or soap denoted that these goods were manu

al) (iS80) is ch.D. 395(412).̂  ̂  ̂ :
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factured or marketed by the cigarette manufacturer; sec 
Somerville v. Schemhri (1). Those would be simple 
cases, but some much more difficult ones ca.n be suggest
ed. If a manufacturer of a special kind of smoking 
tobacco under a trade mark seeks to restrain the use of 
it on cigars, or on a very different kind of smoking to
bacco, or on cigarettes, or on snuff, or on chewing tobac
co, or on tobacco in some form sold for use as a weed 
killer—all these things being made of tobacco—ques
tions, sometimes of great difficulty, may arise. It is, how
ever, very important to observe that each of these ques
tions will be a question of fa.ct to be decided on the 
evidence adduced. The vital element in such a case is- 
the probability of deception. This may depend on a 
number of matters as well as the question of similarity 
of the marks or of the get-up. Witnesses can be called 
to prove the circumstances and the places in which the 
articles are sold, the classes of persons who buy them, 
and whether they include persons who are illiterate or 
ignorant or the reverse, the manner in which the public 
are accustomed to ask for the articles, and any other 
matters which will assist the court to decide whethei 
deception is probable. Evidence of actual deception 
may be available and if available may be very valuable. 
There is no such person as an expert in human nature^ 
and it is now well settled that a witness cannot be called 
to say that it is likely that purchasers of the goods will 
be deceived. This can only be a matter of opinion 
formed after the dispute has arisen and too often with
out any judicial consideration of the opposing conten
tions. On the other hand a person who is accustomed 
to buy the articles in question may be called to say that 
he would himself be deceived, and cross-examination 
will often show what weight should be auached to such 
a statement.

I t seems desirable to state the views of their Lordships 
on some o£ the topics of criticism of the views of the 

(1) (1887) 12 App, Gas. 453.
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learned Judges which were urged on behalf of the appel
lants. Their Lordships think that the test o£ compari
son of the marks side by side is not a sound one, since a 
purchaser will seldom have the two marks actually before 
him when he makes his purchase; and marks with many 
differences may yet have a.n element of similarity which 
will cause deception, more especially if the goods are 
in practice asked for by a name which denotes the mark 
or the device on it. This has been settled in England 
since the case of Seixo v. Provezende ( i \  where there 
will be found some remarks by Lord C r a n w o r t H ; ,  L.C., 
very relevant to this matter. He also pointed out (at 
p. 197) that the adoption by a rival trader of a mark 
which would cause his goods to bear the same name in 
the market, may be as much a violation of the rights of 
the first owner as the actual copy of his device. This 
same view was taken in the case of Johnston v. Orr 
Ewing (2), a case relating to the use of two elephants on 
tickets placed upon goods for sale in India. (See as to 
the effect of the differences between the tickets the re
marks of S e l b o r n e ,  L.C., at pp. 224 et seq.) Further, 
it is not a.n answer to the claim of a trader who has 
established, as the appellants have done in the present 
case, the right to a trade mark (e.g., a device or a fancy 
word) to say that, apart from the device or the word,, 
the labels or containers of the rival trade are very differ
ent from those of the trade mark owner. It may be 
observed that, if it were so, such a trade mark would be 
of little value, for its use by several traders would soon 
result in its becoming common to the trade : See
Wotherspoon v. Currie (3) Johnstoyi v Orr Ewiyig 
(2), at pages 225, 226. In the present case there may 
well ha.ve been persons who knew of the reputation of 
the appellants’ “elephant mark” goods; but W ere illiter
ate or did not know or did not remember the particu
lar get-up of their goods; and again the differences oi 
labels and get-up might have been supposed to have

(n  (1865) L.R. 1 Ch. App. 192. (2) (1882) 7 App. Ca.<5. 219.
(3) (1872) L.R. 5 H.L. 508.
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been ma.de by die appellants themselves in putting a 
different or cheaper article upon the market. T heir 
Lordships, however, are not to be understood as saying 
that the differences in get-up are immaterial: for they 
must inevitably form an element in considering the 
question of probability of deception by the use of the 
mark.

It is a remarkable feature of the present ca.se that 
there was neither evidence of actual deception, nor any 
evidence from members of the public that they them
selves would be deceived. It is to be observed that the 
important issue was, not whether the use of the elephani 
on smoking tobacco or on cigarettes would be likely to 
cause deception; but whether its use on chewing tobacco 
in the circumstances in which tha.t article is sold by the 
respondent would be likely to cause deception, that is, 
to cause ordinary purchasers to purchase the chewing 
tobacco of the respondent in the belief that it was manu
factured by or put upon the market by the appellants. 
The difficulty of answering this question in the affirma
tive in the absence of evidence as to the probability of 
deception is apparent from the fact that, apart from the 
trial Judge, who was not satisfied that there was any 
point of resemblance between the trade mark used by 
the appellants and that used by the respondent, K i n g ,  

]., in the High Court alone thought that the probability 
of deception would exist whilst I q b a l  A h m a d ,  J., took 
the other view and N i a m a t  U l l a h ,  J., (to whom the 
matter was referred under clause 27 of the Letters Patent 
of the High Court, having regard to the difference of 
opinion between the two Judges in the High Court) 
came to the conclusion in his careful judgment that 
whilst some ignorant a.nd indiscriminating persons 
might be deceived, persons exercising ordinary caution 
would not be likely to assume that the chewing tobacco 
sold by the respondent was manufactured by the 
appellants.

Their Lordships see no reason to doubt the finding of 
the trial Judge that the appellants had acquired a pro-
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prietary right in respect of their elephant trade mark 
with reference to their cigarettes and Virginia B ird’s 
Eye tobacco. N or are they of opinion that the appel
lants’ right is confined only to the sale of the same kind 
of cigarettes and of Virginia B ird’s Eye tobacco; for, in 
the absence of strong evidence to the contrary, such a 
mark would ordinarily extend to protect goods so similar 
in kind to the goods actually pu t upon the m arket by the 
trader in connection with the trade mark that it is an 
almost inevitable inference that such goods would be 
m anufactured or marketed by the trader. In  other 
words the probability of deception in the case of goods 
of a closely similar kind to those actually marketed by 
the plaintiff would be proved in the course of establish
ing the trade mark. No such inference could be made 
in  the present case as regards the respondent’s goods, 
since the chewing tobacco he sells differs widely in ap
pearance and in use from the goods sold by the a p 
pellants.

Some of the learned Judges in India seem to have taken 
the view that it was for the court to decide as to the area 
of trade protected by the appellants’ trade mark, that is, 
to answer the question whether the use of the trade 
mark on goods not closely similai' in character to the ap
pellants’ goods woulcl be likely to deceive. A num ber 
of well known authorities were cited which it was 
thought would throw light on the correct answer to this 
question. T heir Lordships must repeat that this ques
tion is one of fact on which evidence is essential. T he 
question differs from the question whether a particular 
mark or name is an imitation or a colourable imitation 
of a mark or name used by the plaintiff. There the 
Judge has before his eyes the materials for a decision; 
and in some cases it cannot be doubted that the Judge 
can himself decide on the degree of resemblance or on 
the materiality of alleged differences of the marks or 
words: North Cheshire and Manchester Brewery (Ju. 
V. Manchester Brewery Co. (1); Paytoyi Co., Ltd. v.

a ) [1899] A .c. 83.
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i

SneUing, Lampard ScCo., Ltd., (1) per Lord M a cn a g fi- 
’ TEN at p. 635. If the decision of the Court of Appeal 

in London General Omnibus Co. v. Laveil (2), or some 
of the dicta in that case are contrary to these decisions, 
if cannot be relied upon. On the other hand there are 
many trade mark and passing-off cases which cannot be 
decided by a visual comparison of the rival marks or 
names and must depend on the evidence of witnesses. 
That indeed is nearly always the case when there are 
factors involved other than the mere resemblance of the 
marks or words. In the present case a Judge may be 
entitled to form his own view as to the resemblance ot 
the elephants in shape and colour or on the differences 
between them; but their Lordships are of opinion that 
a Judge cannot properly decide except upon evidence 
as to the classes or kinds of goods which are protected 
by the appellants’ mark, or, to be more precise-, on the 
question whether purchasers of chewing tobacco from 
the respondent in the packets and tins above described 
are likely to be misled into thinking that that article 
is manufactured or put upon the market by the appel
lants. This question is one which does not depend on 
a matter of resemblance. As already pointed out, the 
appellants have no monopoly in the elephant as a trade 
mark. The English cases may be instructive as showing 
the way in which such a question should be approached, 
but the actual decisions depending as they do on what 
purchasers would be likely to think in England are not 
a guide in India.

Their Lordships are not disposed to attach much im
portance to the fact that the appellants were unable tc 
call evidence of actual deception, and they are well 
aware of the fact that the procuring of evidence of pro
bability of deception is often a difficult and troublesome 
task. On the other hand the appellants had to establish 
their case, and in tbe complete absence of evidence on 
the point to which attention has been above directed.

454 THE INDIAN LAW REPORTS [1940]

(1) (H!00) 17 R.P.C. 628. (2) [1901] 1 Ch. 135.



their Lordships must come to the conchision that the> 
failed to do so.

T heir Lordships will therefore hum bly advise His 
Majesty that this appeal ought to be dismissed.

Solicitor for the appellant: D. M. Oppenheim.
Ex parte.
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FULL BENCH .
Before Mr. Justice Iqbal Ahmad, Mr. Justice Bajpai and 

Mr. Justice Ismail
ATQIA BEGAM a n d  a n o t h e r  ( P l a i n t i f f s )  v .  ABDUL 1940

M U G H N I KHAN a n d  o t h e r s  ( D e f e n d a n t s ) *  Mm ch., i e

U. P. Regularization of Remissions Act {Local Act X IV  of 
1938)—U ltra vires the legislature— Government of India Act,,
1935 (25 and 26 Geo. 5. ch. 42), section 2.92,— Alteration of 
existing Indian law with retrospective effect, zuhether valid—
Agra Tenancy Act {Local Act I I I  of 1926), sections 73, 74— 
Government of India Act, 1935, section 107(1)— Civil Proce
dure Code, section 9— Government of India Act, 1935, 
seventh schedule, List I I ,  entries 2 and 21— Interpretation of 
statutes— Constitution Acts-—In tra  vires or not— Substance 
and not merely the form of the enactment to be considered.
T he U. P. Regularization of Remissions Act (Local Act XIV 

of 1938) is ultra vires the Provincial legislature and invalid.
In order to decide whether the Act in question falls within, 

any, and if so, which, of the entries in  the Provincial List ( l is t  
II) or the Concurrent List (List III) of the seventh schedule to 
the Government of Ind ia Act, 1935, and, further, whether it 
offends against some provision of that Act, the p ith  and sub
stance of the Act in  question, and not its form alone, must be 
looked at in  order to ascertain its true nature and character.

T he object of the Act, as disclosed by the pream ble and the ; 
substance lOf section 2, apart from its form, is to regularize and 
validate wholly arbitrary and invalid orders of remission o f 
ren t already passed or to be passed by the provincial executive 
in violation of the legal rights of the landholders. Though it 
is disguised as an enactment regulating procedure, its effect is- 
to destroy existing substantive rights.

^Second A ppeal N o. 1248 of 1935, from a decree of M. B. Ahm ad, D is
trict Judge o f Shahjahanpur, dated Ihe 8th of A ugust, 1935, confirming- a 
decree o f Syed Janab A in iad , Honorary Assistant Collector fii'st class n f 
Shahjahanpiu', dated  the 7th o f M arch , 1935.


